Argon Plasma Coagulation

> A New Paragon
In Flexibility and Efficiency
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1.0 Technology

1.1 Argon Plasma Coagulation (APC™)

APC™ is a monopolar electrosurgical procedure in which electrical energy is transferred to the target tissue using ionized and, thus, conductive argon gas (argon plasma), without the electrode coming into direct contact with the tissue (Fig. 1).

In contrast to laser technology procedures, the transfer of energy between the electrode and the tissue occurs in accordance with electrophysical laws (electrical field), and not the laws of optics. The argon plasma follows the path of least electrical resistance, regardless of whether the tissue lies directly in front of the electrode or lateral to it, and regardless of the direction of the flow of the argon gas. For the transfer of energy, it is important to ensure the greatest possible concentration of gas between the tip of the probe and the target tissue.

This phenomenon offers particular advantages for endoscopic applications as it permits the argon plasma to be applied both en face and tangentially (Fig. 2), allowing less accessible regions to be treated.

Properties of Argon Gas

Argon (Ar) is a colorless, odorless and tasteless noble gas which is present in air at a percentage of 0.93 Vol.%. It is chemically inert and, therefore, non-toxic.

1.2 APC Modes

The APC modes, described in more detail below, are current waveforms used for coagulation in monopolar applications. The APC modes: FORCED APC®, PULSED APC® Effect 1 and Effect 2 as well as PRECISE APC® have different coagulation properties that are more suitable for various clinical requirements (See Chapter 2, “PRACTICAL APPLICATION”).

1.2.1 FORCED APC®

The FORCED APC mode in the VIO® APC/ESU System is very similar to the first generation ERBE system (i.e., APC Model 300®/ESU ICC® Model) mode, which was introduced globally in 1992 (USA 1996).

Characteristics

- High-frequency voltage increases when the output setting (i.e., wattage) is increased (Fig. 3)
- High-frequency output can be adjusted to a maximum of 120 watts
- Consistent firing at 30 watts or above with an application distance of up to 5 mm
- Continuous application of energy (Fig. 3)
- Improved efficiency due to the technology of the VIO Systems: Tissue effect around 50% higher than ICC System technology when using the same output settings

![Fig. 1: Transfer of energy from the APC probe to the tissue using ionized argon gas (argon plasma). HF = electrosurgical unit, \( U_{HF} \) = high frequency/electrosurgical current, \( U_{HF} \) = high frequency voltage, \( d \) = distance between electrode and target tissue, Ar = argon, NE = patient plate.](image)

![Fig. 3: FORCED APC: Increased voltage (red curve) depending on the selected high-frequency output. Continuous energy output over time (small illustration).](image)
1.2.2 PULSED APC®
The application of energy with the PULSED APC® Effect 1 and Effect 2 is discontinuous (i.e., pulsed) using two different frequencies (Fig. 4). The average energy output over time is the same for both modes.

**Characteristics**
- PULSED APC Effect 1: Higher energy output per pulse with a longer interval between pulses (approx. 1 pulse/second)
- PULSED APC Effect 2: Greater number of pulses (16 pulses/second) with a lower energy output per pulse
- Compared to FORCED APC®: Constant high-frequency voltage over the whole setting range
- Consistent firing from 10 watts with application distances of up to 7 mm (distance between the probe and the tissue). This is limited due to hollow organ intervention.
- High-frequency energy output can be adjusted between 1 and 120 watts

1.2.3 PRECISE APC®
The PRECISE APC® mode has an automatic adjustment control which adjusts the argon plasma regardless of the impedance of the overall system (plasma regulation).

**Characteristics**
- Continuous application of energy
- The intensity of the ionized plasma increases when the Effect setting is increased (Fig. 5)
- The intensity can be adjusted using the Effect settings 1–8
- The tissue effect is more or less independent of the distance (up to 5 mm) between the probe and the tissue. (See Fig. 14 on pg. 9)
1.3 Description of the Units

The following is a depiction (Fig. 6a) of a complete VIO® ESU/APC System for endoscopic applications, including:

- a VIO ElectroSurgery Unit (ESU) [Model VIO 300 D]
- the associated Argon Plasma Coagulator (Model APC™ 2)
- the Irrigation Pump (Model EIP 2)
- integrated on the VIO Cart

User Interface

All APC modes are coagulation modes and are displayed on the monitor or user interface in the blue field (Figs. 6b and 6c). For the FORCED and PULSED APC® modes, the intensity of the thermal effect can be adjusted using the power (“max. watts”) setting, while for the PRECISE APC® mode, adjustments are made using the “Effect” setting (Figs. 6b and 6c). The gas flow can also be adjusted within certain defined limits depending upon the APC instrument (i.e., applicator or probe) being used (Fig. 6d).

The fill level of the argon gas tank is indicated in the submenu “Select Gas Flow.” If the level in the tank falls below a specific fill level, this will be indicated accordingly on the screen—both when not in use and during use. (Fig. 6d).

Figs. 6b-6d: User interface of the VIO system. Adjustment parameters for the FORCED APC™ mode (6b), and the PRECISE APC mode (6c); submenu “Gas Flow” (6d).

APC Purge Button

To have attached APC instruments ready for immediate activation, the instruments should be filled with argon gas prior to the first application. This can be carried out manually by using the purge button (Fig. 7).
1.4 APC™ Instruments

1.4.1 APC Probes
The term “APC™ Probe” is used below to describe flexible APC instruments which are typically used in endoscopic interventional procedures. In principle, APC probes differ according to their:

- diameter
- (working) length
- tip design (e.g., circumferential)

The length of the endoscope and the size of a working channel being used will dictate the diameter of the APC probe being employed. The distal tip design will determine the direction of the argon gas flow and, for the most part, the plasma direction (Fig. 8a) which will create various plasma and tissue effects (Fig. 8b). There is a choice of Axial (A) StraightFire probes (axial probe tip), SideFire (S) probes (lateral probe tip), and Circumferential (C) probes (circular/360° radius, probe tip).

**Probe Tip Design**

![Probe Tip Design Diagram](image)

Black rings are visible in intervals of 10 mm at the distal tip of the probe (Fig. 9). To prevent any flashover of the argon plasma to the endoscope (i.e., to keep the beam from damaging the end of the scope), the distal tip of the APC probe should be extended at least 10 mm outside the endoscope. Clearance is achieved once the first black ring of the distal tip is visible through the endoscope (Fig. 9, red marking). The black marking rings can also be used as a scale to estimate distance and the size of lesions.

![Flexible APC probe with connector plug and probe tip with black scale rings](image)

**Fig. 9:** Flexible APC probe with connector plug and probe tip with black scale rings.

ERBE APC probes have been designed with instrument recognition. Typically, the VIO® ESU/APC System is programmed with default (starting) settings (Note: Some probes will need an APC hose). Settings can be altered, but only within defined limits. All settings should be confirmed prior to activation.

![Fig. 8a: Direction of the argon gas flow (arrows) depending on the position of the probe tip design or probe tip. Fig. 8b: Plasma and tissue effects of A, S and C probes.](image)
2.0 PRACTICAL APPLICATION

2.1 Tissue Effects

The tissue effect of APC™ is created by endogenous heating of the target tissue during application of electrical current and/or voltage. Temperature rise can be a determinant of thermal insult (Fig. 10a):


While the insult associate of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 may be what is desired clinically, carbonization (or charring) should be kept to a minimum. Argon gas displaces oxygen, thereby minimizing carbonization and preventing an oxidation reaction. The art of APC application is to limit the depth of thermal “insult” to the targeted tissue (Fig. 10b).

2.2 Recommendations for Applications

2.2.1 Factors Influencing the Tissue Effect

The extent of the thermal insult of APC on tissue depends on several factors. The three most important factors influencing coagulation depth are listed in order of decreasing importance (Fig. 11):

1. The duration of the application, in particular in static applications (i.e., when the probe is stationary)
2. The power (i.e., “max. watts”) setting or “Effect” setting if using the PRECISE APC mode
3. The distance of the probe to target tissue (operative distance)*

* Note: If using the PRECISE APC mode with a probe distance less than 5 mm from the target tissue, the thermal impact is relatively constant.

Factors Influencing the Tissue Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Importance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Duration of Activation</td>
<td>Very Important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Power Setting</td>
<td>Less Important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Probe Distance</td>
<td>Less Important</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.2 Duration of Activation

When the duration of activation, or application time over the same area is increased, the depth of the tissue being affected will increase (Fig. 12; cf. also 2.2.5). Therefore, the physician should treat with an activation time that corresponds with the desired thermal effect. Nonetheless, the clinician should always use the lowest possible application duration at the beginning of an application and then, while visually monitoring the treated area, gradually increase the duration until the desired clinical outcome is achieved. This applies in particular when treating “difficult” anatomy (e.g., thin-walled areas).

2.0 PRACTICAL APPLICATION

Activation Time/Coagulation Depth

- PULSED/E1/25 W
- PULSED/E2/25 W
- PRECISE/E2

Fig. 10a: Temperature-dependent tissue effects. The arrows marked as “i” indicate the flow of current; Fig. 10b: Histological cross-section (H&E staining) of a porcine esophagus; Radial spread of the coagulation zone (yellow dotted line) after APC application (PRECISE APC® Effect 1, 1 second).

Fig. 11: Factors influencing the tissue effect.

Fig. 12: Depth effect depending on the duration of activation with the APC modes in a bovine liver. Testing was performed with an ESU (VIO® 300 D Model)/APC (APC 2 Model) System along with an A-type (StraightFire) APC probe, O.D. 2.3 mm. Also, the application was vertical and the probe distance was 5 mm.
2.2.3 Power ("max. watts") Setting or “Effect” Setting if Using PRECISE APC® Mode

The output setting [i.e., power ("max. watts") or “Effect” for the PRECISE APC® mode] depends on the location and the size (diameter, depth, elevation) of the area being treated. Figs. 13a and 13b show the increase in depth of penetration depending upon the power or Effect setting with the PULSED APC® and PRECISE APC modes. Generally, output setting guidelines are as follows:

- Lower output settings are suitable for the treatment of very superficial small areas, in applications with very thin-walled tissue structures
- Mid-range output settings are used in flexible endoscopy for a wide range of applications where hemostasis, devitalization (i.e., depriving tissue of life), and/or reduction of undesirable growth is desired
- Very high relative output settings are typically used in palliative treatments, when devitalization is required, and in the reduction of tissue

2.2.4 Probe Distance

When using the modes FORCED APC®, PULSED APC Effect 1 and PULSED APC Effect 2, the following applies: As the distance of the distal tip of the probe to the tissue increases, the tissue effect becomes more superficial, and the penetration depth decreases. When using the PRECISE APC mode, the tissue effect remains more or less constant up to a distance of 5 mm. However, due to plasma regulation with the PRECISE APC mode, an increase in penetration depth may occur with probe distances greater than 5 mm from the target tissue (Fig. 14).

2.2.5 Static and Dynamic Applications

When APC™ is applied statically (i.e., the probe is focused only on a single area), the thermal penetration depth will increase over time. If applied for long periods in the same area, carbonization or vaporization can occur, which may lead to over-treatment and adverse events. Therefore, when carrying out a static application for a superficial treatment, short activation times of 1 to 2 seconds are recommended.

When using APC dynamically, move the instrument with paintbrush-like strokes over the target area while observing the target tissue effect.

2.2.6 Different Tissue Sensitivities

When carrying out APC in the gastrointestinal tract, it is important to take into account the different thermal sensitivities of wall structures (Fig. 15).

Thermal sensitivity may be increased if the lumen wall has been excessively distended by the insufflation of air.
2.2.7 Which APC™ Mode Should be Used for Which Areas?
Different APC™ modes are suitable for different applications, depending on the location of the target tissue requiring treatment, and the intended desired clinical outcome.

FORCED APC®
ERBE’s VIO® Model ESU is approximately 50% greater in efficiency in regards to tissue effect, compared to the technology of our older generation ICC Models. That said, the FORCED APC® mode in a VIO ESU/APC System is used particularly for hemostasis of small diffuse areas of bleeding, as well as the devitalization (i.e., depravity of life) and reduction of target tissue. The characteristic feature of this mode is the constant ionized plasma in an ever-changing environment of resistance variables. Figure 16 shows the resulting effect (depth of thermal insult and relative diameter of coagulation volume) of FORCED APC at various settings in an ex vivo model. The ex vivo bench testing of FORCED APC is indicative of its potential to rapidly devitalize target tissue for ablative and hemostatic purposes.

Areas of Application:
- Rapid devitalization of target tissue for ablative and hemostatic purposes
- Acute bleeding
- Devitalization and reduction of undesirable lesions

Fig. 16

PULSED APC® Effect 1 and Effect 2
The PULSED APC® modes – Effect 1 and Effect 2 – are used for the hemostasis of diffuse areas of bleeding, as well as for the devitalization (i.e., depravity of life) and reduction of target tissue when controlled power output is preferred (e.g., in thermosensitive areas and/or in thin-walled structures).

Since this APC mode is pulsed and not continuous, its ionized plasma is more dispersive, with less output energy being delivered (Fig. 17 PULSED APC Effect 2 ex vivo bench testing) relative to FORCED APC modes. As a result, the effect on tissue is controlled and more superficial. Therefore, with visual monitoring, there is generally less carbonization and less complicated target tissue application in vivo. While more superficial in nature, long activations can cause significant and deep devitalization of tissue.

Areas of Application:
- Hemostasis of diffuse bleeding over larger areas
- PULSED APC Effect 1 (short individual pulses): More focused (less diffuse) ionized plasma for static applications in the treatment of smaller, more superficial areas, as well as thermosensitive and/or thin-walled structures
- PULSED APC Effect 2 (higher frequency of pulses): For the treatment of diffuse, superficial anatomy for devitalization and reduction of target tissue using static applications for longer periods of time

Fig. 17
PRECISE APC®
The PRECISE APC® mode creates a superficial coagulation effect using a low-energy output per unit of time. It is therefore suitable in temperature-sensitive areas and/or within thin-walled structures. For the most part, the tissue effect is independent of the distance between the probe and the tissue, and only a superficial thermal effect is created. The fact that the effect created is independent of the distance between the probe and the tissue (up to a distance of 5 mm) is an advantage when external circumstances make it difficult or impossible to maintain a specific distance between the probe and tissue.

Areas of Application:
- Hemostasis in which the bleeding is superficial
- In thermosensitive areas and/or within thin-walled structures
- Devitalization and reduction of undesirable lesions/remnants that are superficial in nature
- In situations where it is hard to maintain a specific probe distance from the tissue (e.g., enteroscopic intervention)

2.3 Important Clinical Aspects for the Application of APC™
Important clinical aspects for applying the new technology in ERBE’s VIO® ESU/APC System, or when using APC™, are summarized as follows:

1. Greater efficiency with the VIO ESU/APC System
As compared to ERBE’s first generation ESU ICC/APC 300 Models, the VIO ESU/APC Systems’ output efficiency is approximately 50% greater— that is, the power (“max. watts”) settings of the VIO ESU/APC System are approximately one-half of the settings that would be employed with ICC ESU/APC Systems.

2. The APC probe must always remain in the clinician’s field of vision
To prevent any damage to the instrument channel and/or the tip of the endoscope, the APC probe must extend at least 10 mm beyond the end of the scope [i.e., The first distal black ring of the APC probe must be visible (Fig. 19)]. During non-static applications, it is important [when possible] to move the endoscope backwards/forwards and side-to-side with the APC probe and never move the probe by itself except when technique or anatomy dictates (e.g., retroflexed).

Fig. 19: Endoscopic tangential view of the tissue and the APC probe: 1) Probe tip; 2) Black marking ring.

3. Activate only when the tissue being treated is within the field-of-view

4. Use the lowest possible settings to achieve the desired thermal tissue effect
The lowest possible output setting [i.e., power (max. watts) and “Effect” when using PRECISE APC] and activation times should be used with APC treatment. As previously stated, the penetration depth of the thermal effects created by APC depends on various factors. It is particularly important to have low-energy outputs and activation times in thermosensitive areas and/or within thin-walled structures.

5. Do not activate the StraightFire APC probe when en face and touching target tissue
APC is a non-contact modality. The StraightFire probe can lightly touch tissue adjacent to targeted mucosa when working tangentially, such as in the right colon or cecum. This tangential approach (Fig. 19) maintains the non-contact principle of ionized plasma application. The outer shell of the probe is not “electrified.” If the StraightFire probe is activated while touching mucosa en face (Fig. 20a on pg. 12), it may become a contact monopolar electrode, and deeper necrosis is likely. Also, the flow of the argon gas may cause a submucosal emphysema, or collection of gas, which usually resolves spontaneously, but perforation cannot be ruled out in this case.

Circumferential probes were added to the system to allow light tamponade en face, or tangential application in difficult anatomy, in order to maintain probe position prior to activation.

A mechanical perforation can occur if the endoscope or APC probe is pushed into a wall.

To reiterate: It is particularly important when working en face with the APC StraightFire probe to maintain a sufficient distance (> 1 mm) from tissue when treating thin-walled structures (Fig. 20b on pg. 12).
6. Avoid APC™ activation in close proximity of metal objects

Do not activate an APC™ probe if the distal tip is close to a metal object (e.g., metal clips, metal stents, etc.) unless the intent is to work on the object (e.g., “trimming” of a metal stent). The electric arcs could flash over and create an unintended coagulation (Fig. 21).

Furthermore, with metal being a good conductor of electrical current, a metal object may be damaged, or tissue in contact with the object may be unintentionally burned. Finally, this issue is exaggerated when using the PRECISE APC® mode, due to plasma regulation.

7. The use of argon gas in the gastrointestinal tract may cause over-distention

If APC is being used in the gastrointestinal tract, over-distention can occur, due to the introduction of the argon gas. Therefore, the abdomen should be continuously monitored for signs of becoming overly distended. Brief and repeated aspiration of gas should be performed throughout the procedure.

8. Avoid using APC in an environment in which combustible gases are present

Prior to activation, make sure there are no endogenous combustible gases present (i.e., make sure hydrogen, methane, etc., are removed from the bowel prior to working in the tract). Also, as part of the procedure, oxygen and other gases (e.g., hydrogen) may be introduced and concentrated in an organ. In these situations, the gases should be evacuated via a channel of the scope prior to activation. Finally, combustible gaseous by-products of electrosurgery may build up. Therefore, gases should be removed routinely from the clinical site during the procedure.

9. Do not activate APC in an oxygen-rich environment

When carrying out APC applications in the presence of oxygen, the oxygen concentration should be as low as possible (i.e., below 40%, FiO₂ < 0.4) in order to reduce the possibly of any explosion or burning.

NOTE: Indications for use is as follows: The ERBE VIO® APC with accessories is intended to deliver argon gas for argon plasma coagulation of tissue, when used in conjunction with a compatible ERBE VIO Electrosurgical Generator (ESU) and applicators or probes. The clinical applications in gastroenterology and in the tracheobronchial system outlined in this educational brochure are commonly found in published literature. The information with the applications is being provided for guidance purposes only (i.e., clinical education per the published literature) and is not intended to endorse or infer specific indications.

2.4 Gastroenterology

See Insert A: “Gastroenterology Uses found in Clinical Literature”

2.4.1 Devitalization

Devitalization (i.e., depriving tissue of life) with APC leads to thermal damage of the tissue.

2.4.1.1 Devitalization of Adenoma Remnants (after polypectomy or EMR procedures)

After polypectomy or endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR) of adenomatous lesions, there may remain some tissue remnants along the edge of the resected area, particularly after a piecemeal EMR procedure. APC has been used to treat such small residual tissue remnants, either during the same endoscopic session or during a follow-up examination, to prevent or delay any recurrences (Fig. 22).

2.4.1.2 Barrett’s Esophagus

Thermoablative procedures for the removal of precancerous Barrett’s esophagus have not been sufficiently validated and are currently the subject of further clinical studies.

However, APC has been found to play a role in the removal of non-neoplastic residual Barrett’s mucosa after endoscopic removal of intestinal metaplasia (Fig. 23). APC has also been reportedly used...
in such lesions for ablation of tumors which cannot be removed by repeat endoscopic resection\textsuperscript{23, 26, 40, 41} and for the ablation of small tumor remnants along the resected margins after endoscopic resection.

2.4.1.3 Zenker’s Diverticulum

In the past few years, APC has been used in endoscopic procedures to treat Zenker’s diverticulum.\textsuperscript{25, 27, 52}

The attachment of a cap to the tip of the endoscope, as well as the placing of a nasogastric tube, can help to improve visualization of the anatomical presentation (Fig. 24). An average of 2 – 3 sessions are usually required.

2.4.2 Hemostasis/Coagulation

Thermal hemostasis is achieved with relatively low-energy outputs by making use of the following effects:

1. Denaturation of small vascular lesions (thermal coagulation)
2. Activation of the endogenous clotting cascade
3. Retraction of coagulated vessels
4. Compression of vessels due to the tissue shrinkage contingent upon desiccation

APC is frequently used to treat chronic and actively bleeding lesions of the gastrointestinal tract. Especially diffuse venous and arterial bleeding can be controlled very well by APC (Fig. 25). The use of APC to treat actively spurting bleeding as part of a combined therapy is currently being studied.

To treat diffuse bleeding of large surfaces, such as radiation-induced proctopathy (radiation proctitis), it is necessary to carry out coagulation over a larger surface, while limiting the penetration depth. In such cases, it is recommended to move the APC probe over the tissue using paintbrush-like strokes (“non-static applications”).

For the hemostasis of stronger, locally limited bleeding, a deeper coagulation or occlusion of the injured vessel is necessary. In such cases, the thermal energy should be delivered to the tissue via more static application.

2.4.2.1 Radiation Proctitis

Radiation proctitis can take the form of teleangiectasias and hemorrhagic mucosal changes in the area of the rectum (Fig. 25a). The use of APC to treat radiation proctitis may lead to an improvement of symptoms and bleeding episodes after an average of two sessions carried out at an interval of 3 – 4 weeks.\textsuperscript{4, 21, 30, 43, 47, 48, 51, 52}

2.4.2.2 Vascular Malformations

[ Gastric antral vascular ectasia (GAVE syndrome), angiodysplasias, arterio-venous malformations (AVM), portal hypertensive gastropathy, teleangiectasias ]

Many different vascular malformations, in all areas of the gastrointestinal tract, have been treated with APC, and have been used to prevent the recurrence of bleeding. Depending on the indication, APC is applied in conjunction with proton-pump-inhibitor therapy (GAVE syndrome) or other medications.\textsuperscript{20, 22, 30, 38, 39, 52, 53}

Usually an application using a low-energy output is sufficient to staunch the bleeding. The use of low-energy outputs also helps to minimize the risk of perforation in thin-walled areas (e.g., the small intestine or the right colon), where angiodysplasias often occur.

Endoscopic procedures, such as double-balloon endoscopy, have proved useful for the treatment of vascular malformations in the small intestine, as has the use of a cap to limit the area under treatment, to create an optimal argon gas atmosphere and help maintain the proper distance.

Figs. 26 and 27 on pg. 14 show hemostasis of angiodysplasias in the stomach and colon. Fig. 28 shows the therapeutic treatment of GAVE syndrome.
2.4.2.3 Bleeding Ulcer

Current ongoing clinical studies have indicated that while the use of APC for the hemostasis of bleeding peptic ulcers is not yet commonly used, it has been shown useful in limited reports. The therapy is particularly useful for the treatment of Forrest Ib-IIb bleeding as part of a multimodal therapeutic approach and is currently being evaluated in clinical studies.

2.4.2.4 Variceal Bleeding

APC is not a standard therapy for the treatment of variceal bleeding. Up until now, APC was only used in investigational cases – as part of a combination therapy, not as a monotherapy. Its use is currently being evaluated in controlled studies. APC may be useful for the treatment of residual varices and/or ulcerated varices.

Due to the limited data available, it is not yet possible to offer any further discussion.

2.4.3 Tumor Ablation

The preferred form of tissue ablation of large tumor masses (debulking) using APC is by means of vaporization/coagulation using very high-energy outputs. In addition to the tumor masses which are directly excised, in the days following the intervention, thermally necrotized tissue will also slough off. There will also be tissue shrinkage created by desiccation of the tissue, further reducing the exophytic tissue.

In certain cases, it may be helpful to perform APC in combination with other endoscopic procedures (i.e., as bougienage) in order to ensure the free passage of nourishment (e.g., in the esophagus).

Figs. 29 and 30 show the ablation of a duodenal adenoma using APC.

2.4.3.1 Stenoses (Recanalization)

While endoscopic laser ablation is the most common method used for the recanalization of obstructive lesions in the gastrointestinal tract, APC is an effective and often simpler alternative. In many cases, APC has already replaced the laser in everyday clinical use.

Stenotic sections may undergo mechanical dilatation prior to the procedure to prevent any build-up of potentially explosive gases; such obstructed sections should not be primarily opened up by APC.
2.4.4 APC™ and Stents
The APC™ applications described below (with the exception of section 2.4.4.1) refer primarily to its reported use with metal stents in the gastrointestinal tract.

2.4.4.1 Preparations for Stent Implantation
Prior to the implantation of a stent, it is often necessary to open up or widen the lumen. With APC, it is possible to carry out extensive recanalization of a stenosis, making subsequent placement of the stent easier.

2.4.4.2 Stent In-growth and Over-growth
Proliferation of tumor tissue through the mesh of the stent often occurs when using non-coated metal stents (Fig. 31). APC has been shown to be effective in removing such in-growths and over-growths.14

2.4.4.3 Extraction of Metal Stents
When removing a metal stent, it is possible to perform an extensive APC ablation to devitalize tissue in-growths in the metal mesh before removing the stent; this will make it easier to remove the stent with forceps.

2.4.4.4 Stent Shortening (“Trimming”)
Self-expanding metal stents are often placed in patients with obstructive diseases of the gastrointestinal tract. Over time, such stents may become displaced or, if the initial placement is inaccurate, the stent may present a risk of bleeding or ulceration. In order to avoid removing the entire stent, the projecting ends of the stent have been shortened (“trimmed”) using APC,8, 11, 17, 48 as reported in the literature.

In such a case, the distal tip of the probe is placed close to the wire requiring separation within the stent. When the APC is activated, the ionized plasma flows to the wire closest to the probe tip, resulting in rapid heating and melting of the wire. This procedure is continued around the entire circumference of the stent until the projecting end is separated.

The shortening of plastic stents or coated metal stents with the help of APC is currently being investigated in clinical research.

2.5 Tracheobronchial Tree
See Insert B: “Pulmonary Uses found in Clinical Literature”

APC is used in therapeutic bronchoscopy interventions for the hemostasis of bleeding (local and diffuse hemoptysis), for the partial or complete recanalization of symptomatic tracheal and bronchial stenoses, and to remove malignant and benign tumor growths.10, 35, 36, 45

An advantage of APC, compared to non-thermal therapeutic procedures (e.g., brachytherapy), is its immediate effect.

When using thermal procedures in the tracheobronchial tree, it is important to ensure that the concentration of oxygen in the air is low (≤ 40%, FiO₂ < 0.4) in order to reduce the risk of any complications during application.

2.5.1 Recanalization
As in the treatment of stenoses in the gastrointestinal tract, the use of APC to treat malignant stenoses in the respiratory tract can result in an objective improvement of the stenosis and its symptoms (Fig. 32) and offers benefits for subsequent therapy, which may consist of radio- and/or chemotherapy, stent implantation or an operation.10, 35

A combined approach using APC and subsequent mechanical tumor ablation (e.g., using forceps) can be used to effectively treat patients with large tumors and life-threatening stenoses.10, 35, 36

Fig. 31: Tissue over-growth of a metal stent.

Fig. 32:
32a) a) Stenosing tumor
32b) b) Recanalization using APC
32c) c) Reopened bronchus
2.5.2 Hemostasis
Due to the hemostatic properties of APC™ (previously described in section 2.4.2), spontaneous bleeding — including bleeding caused by tumors, local or diffuse bleeding, and bleeding after biopsies taken in the tracheobronchial tract — can be staunched effectively (Fig. 33).\textsuperscript{35}

2.5.3 Stent In-growth and Over-growth
As in the gastrointestinal tract (See section 2.4.4.2), stent in-growths and over-growths in the tracheobronchial tract can be removed using APC (Fig. 34).\textsuperscript{37}

---

**Fig. 33:** Hemostasis with APC:
- a) Before
- b) During
- c) After APC therapy

**Fig. 34:** Stent in-growth and over-growth:
- a) Initial state
- b) Treatment with APC
- c) Postoperative appearance
3.0 ADVERSE CONDITIONS AND AVOIDING COMPLICATIONS

Gastrointestinal Tract

Pain
Due to the lack of innervation in most of the Gastrointestinal Tract (GIT), pain is not directly experienced during APC™ application. However, in the distal part of the anal canal (at the level of the dentate line, or in individual cases up to 1.5 cm above this line), patients may experience pain. This pain usually abates very quickly when treated conservatively with analgesics and/or anti-inflammatory medications.

Other indirect triggers of pain during the procedure may be caused by excessive dilatation, due to gas or over-manipulation of the endoscope. Similarly, after APC applications, indirect pain may be experienced in the vicinity of the dentate line, due to muscular spasms caused by extreme contractions of the external anal sphincter.

Finally, after the application of APC in the esophagus, post-interventional odynophagia (painful swallowing) and retrosternal pain has been reported.

Gas Emphysema
Argon gas emphysema is a reversible collection of argon gas in the area of the target tissue and/or in the tissue in its immediate vicinity and, as a rule, has no pathological importance. Clinically, it presents itself as a soft, submucosal bleb created by direct contact of the tissue with the probe. Nonetheless, the clinician should try to keep the APC probe from coming into contact with the tissue when using the StraightFire probe en face.

NeuroMuscular Stimulation (NMS)
A known risk of electrosurgery is the unintentional electrical stimulation of the patient’s nerves and muscles. Such stimulation may be caused by low-frequency electrical currents, which are produced either by low-frequency power sources or electric arcs between the active electrode and the patient’s tissue. This can result in strong spasms or muscle contractions.

Normal/ESU alternating current with a frequency above 300 kHz cannot stimulate nerves and muscles. If nerve or muscle stimulation is observed, the instruments and wire connections should be checked for integrity (Note: Demodulation can be caused by loose connections, incomplete insulation, etc. anywhere along the circuit including areas that may not be visible.). If the situation is not remedied, a change of cord, instrument, and/or of the Mode may rectify the situation.

Gas Explosion/Combustion
When applying APC and other energy sources in the GIT, a deflagration of potentially present, flammable gases in the intestine can occur if the intestine was not cleaned properly previous to the intervention; in the worst case, this can result in a gas explosion. Follow a proper preparatory procedure to reduce the risks of bowel explosion.

Perforation
Despite its physically limited depth effect, perforation can occur when using APC. The following preventive measures are therefore recommended:

- Activation in static applications should be short (1-2 sec)
- Output settings and application durations must take into account the indication and location of the lesion (thickness of the wall)
- The distance between probe and tissue should be 1-5 mm (depending on the APC mode used), especially when working en face with StraightFire probes
- Avoid physical stresses to the intestinal wall (over-insufflation, mechanical manipulation)
- Particular care must be taken when treating previously damaged tissue, (e.g., infiltrated, ulcerated or scarred tumor tissue, ulcers or muscularis mucosae exposed after endoscopic resection)

Tracheobronchial System

Gas Embolism
When applying APC, a combination of unfavorable conditions, such as large, open venous vessels and an intraluminal pressure which is higher than the venous pressure, can result in a transfer of gas from the APC probe into the open vessel, with subsequent creation of a gas embolism. This phenomenon has been described in isolated cases in which the intervention took place under general conditions of excess positive pressure; thus, it is more of a problem with laparoscopic than endoscopic interventions (e.g., bronchoscopy).

The following measures can help to prevent the occurrence of a gas embolism:

- Reduce the argon flow to the minimum level required to achieve the desired tissue effect
- Avoid holding the APC probe such that it is perpendicular to the tissue, and avoid any contact between the probe and the tissue
- Do not aim the probe directly at large, open vessels
- Maintain good field-of-view

Perforation
Despite its physically limited depth effect, perforation can occur when using APC. The following preventive measures are therefore recommended:

- Activation in static applications should be short (1-2 sec)
- Output settings and application durations must take into account the indication and location of the lesion (thickness of the wall)
- The distance between probe and tissue should be 1-5 mm (depending on the APC mode used) especially when working en face with StraightFire probes

Combustion
The presence of combustible gases should be avoided when performing APC procedures within the tracheobronchial tree. When carrying out APC in the tracheobronchial system, oxygen concentration should be as low as possible (i.e., below 40%, FiO₂ < 0.4) in order to reduce the possibility of combustion if such gases are present.
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